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Abstract
Today’s Internet users and applications are placing increased demands on Internet service providers (ISPs) to
deliver fine-grained, flexible route control. To assist network operators in addressing this challenge, we present
the Intelligent Route Service Control Point (IRSCP), a
route control architecture that allows a network operator
to flexibly control routing between the traffic ingresses
and egresses within an ISP’s network, without modifying the ISP’s existing routers. In essence, IRSCP subsumes the control plane of an ISP’s network by replacing
the distributed BGP decision process of each router in
the network with a more flexible, logically centralized,
application-controlled route computation. IRSCP supplements the traditional BGP decision process with an
explicitly ranked decision process that allows route control applications to provide a per-destination, per-router
explicit ranking of traffic egresses. We describe our implementation of IRSCP as well as a straightforward set
of correctness requirements that prevents routing anomalies. To illustrate the potential of application-controlled
route selection, we use our IRSCP prototype to implement a simple form of dynamic customer-traffic load balancing, and demonstrate through emulation that our implementation is scalable.

1 Introduction
Given the best-effort communication model of the Internet, routing has historically been concerned with connectivity; that is, with finding a loop-free path between endpoints. Deviations from this default behavior normally
involved policy changes at fairly slow time-scales to effect business and network management objectives [7].
Within a particular network (or autonomous system),
routing was realized by a fixed, fairly simple BGP decision process that tries to ensure consistent decision making between the routers in the network, while respecting
the network operator’s policies.
As networked applications and traffic engineering
techniques have evolved, however, they place increasingly sophisticated requirements on the routing infras-

tructure. For example, applications such as VoIP and online gaming can be very sensitive to the characteristics
of the actual chosen data path [8, 9, 22]. A number of
studies have shown that non-default Internet paths can
provide improved performance characteristics [1, 2, 26],
suggesting the potential benefit of making routing aware
of network conditions [11]. Additionally, today’s operators often wish to restrict the any-to-any connectivity
model of the Internet to deal with DDoS attacks. Finally,
in some cases the default BGP decision process is at odds
with provider and/or customer goals and may, for example, lead to unbalanced egress links for customers that
are multi-homed to a provider [29].
These demands have in common the need for route
control that is (i) fine-grained, (ii) informed by external
information (such as network conditions), and (iii) applied at time-scales much shorter than manual routing
configuration changes (i.e., is “online”) and therefore implemented by means of a route control application. Unfortunately, BGP does not provide adequate means for
performing online, informed, and fine-grained route control. The tuning parameters BGP does provide are both
arcane and indirect. Operators and developers of route
control applications are forced to manipulate BGP route
attributes in cumbersome, vendor-specific router configuration languages at a low level of abstraction, frequently
leading to ineffective or, worse, incorrect decisions [20].
We address these requirements by presenting the design and implementation of a distributed Intelligent
Route Service Control Point (IRSCP), which subsumes
the routing decision process in a platform separate from
the routers in a network. We previously introduced the
concept of a centralized Route Control Platform (RCP)
that is separate from and backwards compatible with existing routers [12]. In more recent work, we also demonstrated that route selection could be informed by “network intelligence” to enable sophisticated connectivity
management applications [29]. To reflect this thinking
we have changed the name of our architecture to Intelligent Route Service Control Point (IRSCP). The work
presented in this paper builds on this earlier work and offers three important new contributions in the evolutionary path towards a new routing infrastructure:
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Figure 1: ISP routing infrastructure. (a) Physical connectivity. (b) BGP and MPLS. (c) Traffic ingresses and egresses.
Application-directed route selection: IRSCP eases the
realization of applications that dynamically manage connectivity. Specifically, we allow an ISP’s route control
application to directly control route selection through an
intuitive, vendor-independent interface. The interface is
based on the abstraction of a ranking of egress routes for
each router and destination.
Complete route control: IRSCP maintains complete
control of the route selection function for all routers in
the network. As we argue later, this can only be achieved
by having IRSCP communicate directly with routers in
neighboring networks via eBGP, in addition to speaking
iBGP with the routers in the IRSCP-enabled network .
This gives IRSCP full visibility of all routes available in
the network. Further, IRSCP is now the sole controller
of BGP route selection, meaning that all of the network’s
routing policy can be handled by the route control application through IRSCP, as opposed to placing some policy
configuration on the routers themselves, as is the case in
an iBGP-speaking IRSCP [12].
Distributed functionality: Realizing an IRSCP that has
complete control of route selection faces two important
challenges. First, because routers in the IRSCP-enabled
network completely rely on the IRSCP for routing decisions, the IRSCP infrastructure must be substantially
more robust than an iBGP-speaking IRSCP. Second, the
need for complete route control and full visibility poses
significant scalability challenges. To address these concerns, we partition and distribute the IRSCP functionality
across a number of servers while still ensuring consistent
decision making for the platform as a whole. Although
the IRSCP is physically distributed, it presents a logically
centralized abstraction from the point of view of a route
control application. I.e., while the route control application has to interact with all IRSCP servers, it can remain
agnostic to where these servers reside in the network and
what set of routers each server controls.
We present a modified BGP decision process, which
we call the explicitly ranked decision process, together
with a route control interface that enables route control
applications to directly guide the route selection process in IRSCP. The key challenge to modifying the BGP

decision process is to ensure that the resulting protocol retains (or improves) BGP’s robustness, scalability,
and consistency properties. We present two simple constraints on the application-provided route ranking that together ensure that IRSCP installs only safe routing configurations, even in the face of router failures or dramatic
changes in IGP topology. We see this as a first step towards a “pluggable” route control architecture in which
the route control application consists of several independently developed modules and uses the constraints to resolve conflicts, ensuring that only safe routing configurations are sent to IRSCP. We demonstrate the effectiveness of IRSCP’s route control interface by evaluating
a sample route control application (consisting of a single module) that uses IRSCP’s interface to load balance
customer traffic [29]. Finally, we show through experimentation that our prototype implementation is capable
of managing the routing load of a large Tier-1 ISP.

2 Background and motivation
We begin by providing a brief overview of routing and
forwarding in a modern MPLS-enabled ISP network. We
then motivate the need for application-directed route selection.

2.1 Current operation
Figure 1(a) shows a simplified view of the physical infrastructure of an MPLS-enabled ISP backbone. The
routers at the periphery of the ISP network connect to
other ISPs (called peers) and customers. These routers
are termed Provider Edge (PE) routers, and the routers
that interconnect the PE routers are called Provider Core
(P) routers. The customer routers connecting to PEs are
called Customer Edge (CE) routers. For simplicity we
also use CE to represent peer routers that connect to the
ISP. BGP allows an ISP to learn about destinations reachable through its customers and peers. Typically every
PE maintains BGP sessions with its attached CEs, and
also with other PEs in the ISP network; the former are
known as eBGP (external BGP) sessions and the latter as

BGP Decision Process
(Section 2.1)
0. Ignore if egress router unreachable in IGP
1. Highest local preference
2. Lowest AS path length
3. Lowest origin type
4. Lowest MED (with same next-hop AS)
B-5. eBGP-learned over iBGP-learned
B-6. Lowest IGP distance to egress router
B-7. Lowest router ID of BGP speaker

Explicitly Ranked DP
(Section 2.2)

(same)

R-5. Highest explicit rank
R-6. Lowest egress ID

Table 1: Left: the steps of the BGP decision process. Right:
the steps of our explicitly ranked decision process. Steps 0-4
are identical and produce the egress set.
iBGP (internal BGP) sessions, as shown in Figure 1(b).
When a PE router receives a route through its eBGP session, it propagates the route to other PEs through iBGP
sessions, allowing every PE to learn how to reach every peer or customer network. The path between traffic ingress and traffic egress routers is determined by another routing protocol known as an interior gateway protocol (IGP), such as OSPF. In an MPLS network, labelswitched paths are established between all PEs (see Figure 1(b)), obviating the need to run BGP on routers.
A PE usually receives more than one egress route for
a given destination and must run a route selection algorithm called the BGP decision process to select the best
route to use for data forwarding. The BGP decision process (shown in the first column of Table 1) consists of a
series of steps. Starting with the set of routes available to
the PE, each step compares a set of routes and passes the
most preferred routes to the next step while discarding
the remaining routes. Steps 1–4 compare routes in terms
of BGP attributes attached to the routes, while steps 0
and B-6 consider the IGP information associated with the
egress PE of the route. We call the set of routes remaining after Steps 0–4 the egress set. Steps B-5 and B-6 are
responsible for what is called hot-potato routing, i.e., forwarding traffic to the nearest (in terms of IGP distance)
egress PE in the egress set. Step B-7 is a tie-breaker that
ensures that the PE always ends up with a single best
route.

2.2 Application-directed route selection
We use Figure 1 to highlight a specific problem introduced by BGP’s hot-potato routing thereby motivating
the need to enhance route selection with fine-grained
application-directed route control.
We assume that
the customer shown in Figure 1 has multihomed to the
provider network for the purpose of improving redundancy, and so the same destinations are reachable via
both links. All PEs in the provider network therefore
have two possible routes to reach the customer network.
Assume further that most of the traffic destined to the
customer network enters the provider network from the
peering ISP network. Assuming unit IGP costs for each


internal provider link in Figure 1(a), the two ingress PEs
at the top of the figure prefer the route via the top egress
PE connected to the customer network (Figure 1(c)).
This leads to an imbalance in the load on the two egress
links, with the top egress link carrying all (or most) of
the traffic, which in turn may result in congestion.
In practice the customer or ISP may prefer the ISP
to load-balance traffic on the two egress links while
still considering the IGP path cost between ingress and
egress. In IRSCP this goal is achieved by basing the decision process on the input from a load-balancing route
control application run by the ISP, which takes into account IGP path cost, as well as “offered” ingress load and
capacity of egress links. The route control application directly controls route selection for each PE and, in this example, directs the two ingress PEs to each send traffic to
a different egress PE. We emphasize that this routing solution cannot be achieved in BGP without manipulating
BGP attributes on multiple PEs through vendor-specific
configuration languages. In contrast, IRSCP exports a
simple, intuitive interface that allows a route control application to supply a ranking of egress links that is evaluated during execution of a modified decision process, the
explicitly ranked decision process. The interface effectively isolates complexity and intelligence in the route
control application, while IRSCP itself remains simple.
As shown in Table 1, the explicitly ranked decision process replaces the hot-potato steps (B-5 and B-6).

3 Scalable route control
In this section we describe the design of a distributed Intelligent Route Service Control Point (IRSCP). We begin
by presenting our modified route selection process that
gives route control applications the ability to direct traffic
entering the network at a given ingress PE to an arbitrary
egress link. The second section presents the architecture of IRSCP, discussing issues of scalability and faulttolerance. We formulate a consistency requirement for
the explicitly ranked decision process that prevents forwarding anomalies and show that enforcing simple constraints on the application input is sufficient to satisfy the
requirement.

3.1 Explicitly ranked decision process
IRSCP implements two types of decision process: the
normal BGP decision process and the explicitly ranked
decision process. Both perform route selection on behalf
of individual PEs and so are defined on a per-PE basis.
The BGP decision process is used for the subset of destinations, unranked prefixes, for which the customer, ISP
or route control application has determined that conven-
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Figure 2: Example of ranking and its effect on forwarding. The application (not shown) has provided IRSCP with the explicit
rankings indicated. Each ranking is a list of egress IDs. CEs , and announce routes for the same prefix (with different AS
path lengths) through their eBGP sessions with IRSCP. (a) Initial scenario. (b) Forwarding behavior for (a). (c) CE E withdraws its
routes. (d) Resulting forwarding behavior.
tional hot-potato routing can be used. For the remaining ranked prefixes, the route control application creates
a preference ranking of egress routes for each ingress
router, the selection of which is realized in IRSCP by
the explicitly ranked decision process.
In our architecture the route control application tells
IRSCP which routers should use which egress routes
based on routing information, traffic load measurements,
etc. As a general principle IRSCP follows the directives
of the application, except when doing so severely impairs connectivity. An instance of this principle is that
we let the application specify a ranking of egress links,
i.e., egress links ranked by preference, rather than a fixed
assignment of egress links to routers. (Each egress route
corresponds to only one egress link, and we therefore
use the terms egress link and egress route interchangeably.) Using a ranking accommodates unavailability of
egress routes. For example, if the top-ranked egress route
is unavailable, the next-ranked egress route may be selected. The application specifies the ranking on a perdestination, per-router basis.
We construct our decision process for ranked prefixes
(Table 1) by adopting Steps 0–4 of the BGP decision process and then apply the explicit ranking instead of performing hot-potato routing, followed by a tie-breaker in
Step R-6. This ensures that the explicitly ranked decision
process respects BGP attributes such as AS path length
(Step 2) and that it takes reachability of egress routers
into account. In principle, the explicit ranking can be

applied at any point in the decision process, e.g., it may
override earlier steps of the decision process. However,
we leave exploring the extent to which we may safely
override or replace BGP attributes to future work. As we
explain in Section 3.2.4, we specifically do not include a
step based on IGP distance (Step B-6).
We explore an example of the explicitly ranked decision process by considering the scenarios shown in Figures 2(a) and (b). In this example a single IRSCP server
runs the decision process for every PE in the ISP’s network. We examine the execution of the decision process
for PE in Figure 2(a). First the IRSCP server receives
all routes for the given prefix:
,
and
.
(We refer to each route using its egress ID, the pair of
(CE,PE) routers incident on the egress link for the route.)
Next, the explicitly ranked decision process for PE executes Steps 0–4 and in Step 2 eliminates egress route
based on the longer AS path length. (We assume
that the routes otherwise have identical BGP attributes.)
The result is the egress set
. In Step R-5
the decision process applies the explicit ranking for PE
to the egress set. Since the top-ranked egress link
is present in the egress set, the decision process selects
this route for PE . Similarly, the decision process selects route
for PE , and route
for PEs
and , resulting in the forwarding behavior shown in
Figure 2(b). An important observation is that Steps 0-4
are identical for all PEs. Therefore the decision process
for any PE computes the same egress set.





 







 













3.1.1 Outdated rankings

Route control
application

Ideally, the input from the application to IRSCP continuously reflects the current state of the network. In practice, however, IRSCP, being an active participant in BGP,
is in a better position to respond instantly to changes in
routing state such as BGP route attributes (using Steps
0–4 of the decision process), IGP distances (discussed in
Section 3.2.4), and the availability of BGP routes (discussed below). IRSCP must therefore adapt the rankings
from the application (based on possibly outdated routing
information) to current routing information, as follows.
Between the time that the application sends the rankings to IRSCP and the time that the explicitly ranked decision process runs, new egress routes may be announced
and old routes may be withdrawn. Until the application
updates its rankings, IRSCP must accommodate discrepancies between the available routes assumed when the
application creates the rankings and the actual available
routes. An instance of a withdrawn egress route is illustrated in Figures 2(c) and (d), in which CE withdraws egress route
, and the egress set changes
to
. As a result, the decision process changes
its selection for PEs and to
and all traffic
egresses through PE (Figure 2(d)). In other words, a
ranking specifies not only the desired routing for the PE
in the absence of failure, but also the desired fail-over
behavior that the PE should adopt.
Conversely, if new egress routes are advertised, IRSCP
appends them to the end of the explicit ranking (in order
of egress ID) until the application is able to provide a
revised ranking (Steps R-5 and R-6). Alternatively, the
application may prevent IRSCP from appending routes
in this manner. For example, the application may wish to
restrict the set of egress routes of a particular customer
to a fixed set, thereby preventing some forms of prefix
hijacking. We define a “virtual” black-hole egress route,
which is part of every egress set and (conceptually) sinks
traffic directed to it. We also define a corresponding
black-hole egress ID, which an application can include
as part of a PE’s ranking. If the explicitly ranked decision process for a PE selects the black-hole egress route,
the IRSCP server does not send a route to the PE (or its
attached CEs), thus making the destination unavailable
through that PE.
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Figure 3: Overview of the IRSCP architecture.
riod of time before being considered for selection. In
this case knowledge about the historical availability of
routes (even if the routes were not selected) is important
to determine whether a route is potentially hijacked. Further, IRSCP provides a mechanism (the black-hole egress
route) by which routers can be prevented from selecting
suspicious routes until deemed safe by the application.
Another example in this category is the load-balancing
application described above, which makes use of network conditions inside the IRSCP-enabled network to
inform route selection. However, it is also possible to
inform route selection with network conditions external
to the IRSCP-enabled network. For example, Duffield
et al. [11] explore the possibility of using measured path
conditions to select between various alternate paths leading to the same destination. This allows the network to
route traffic that is sensitive to adverse network conditions along paths more favorable than those that default
BGP would be capable of finding (to the extent permitted
by the policies encoded in BGP attributes).
The complete route visibility afforded by IRSCP also
simplifies a number of route monitoring applications.
For example, auditing applications that ensure that peers
abide by peering agreements require complete visibility
of the routes being advertised to a network [23]. Similarly, “what-if” network analysis [13] becomes much
simpler if the application is aware of all the routes that
were available. IRSCP’s ability to use external input to
inform route selection, however, is its key advantage.

3.1.2 Other IRSCP applications
By opening up the decision process to external input,
IRSCP enables a class of applications in which routing
is controlled based on information external to BGP. An
example of an application that uses external information
(or in this case analysis) is presented in [18]. The authors propose a pragmatic approach to BGP security by
which suspicious routes are quarantined for a certain pe-

3.2 IRSCP architecture
Figure 3 contrasts logical and physical views of the
IRSCP architecture. In Figure 3(a) an application
uses “external information” to inform route selection in
IRSCP, which in turn communicates selected routes to
the routers in the ISP network and in neighboring ISP

networks. Figure 3(b) shows a simplified physical realization of the IRSCP architecture, consisting of the route
control application and a distributed set of IRSCP servers
that collectively perform route selection. The function
of IRSCP is to compute a routing solution in which
egress routes received from CE routers are assigned to
PE routers, so that a PE router will forward traffic it receives along the route. IRSCP performs this function by
communicating with PEs and CEs using standard BGP,
as a result of which customers and peer networks need
not be aware that their CEs peer with IRSCP rather than
BGP routers. Specifically, IRSCP receives BGP routes
from CE routers over eBGP, executes a per-PE decision
process to determine what routes each PE should use,
and sends the resulting BGP routes to the PEs over iBGP.
IRSCP also sends an update to each CE attached to a PE
(again over eBGP) that corresponds to the routing decision that was made for the PE.
We use Figure 3(c) to emphasize the importance of
implementing an eBGP-speaking IRSCP in order to establish full route control. The figure shows an IRSCP
that only speaks iBGP (similar to RCP [6]). For clarity
we refer to such an iBGP-speaking IRSCP as RCP. RCP
exchanges routes with PEs using iBGP and never communicates with CEs directly. Suppose that RCP sends
an iBGP update to PE
containing route . To implement full route control, the update must override any
routes that PE receives from other CEs (CE ). However, this implies that PE never sends alternative routes
(route ) to RCP unless route fails (or changes its attributes). RCP is thus deprived from using any but the
first route it learns. We conclude that an iBGP-speaking
IRSCP restricts the ability to apply full route control.





3.2.1 Distribution
Though logically centralized from a route control application viewpoint, IRSCP is implemented as a distributed
system—consisting of multiple IRSCP servers—to address fault-tolerance and scalability requirements. If we
designed IRSCP as a single centralized server, failure
or partitioning away of that server would leave every
PE in the network steerless and unable to forward traffic correctly, since in BGP a session failure implicitly
causes BGP routes announced through the session to
be withdrawn. In IRSCP we can tolerate the failure of
an IRSCP server by letting routers peer with multiple
IRSCP servers. Furthermore, a centralized IRSCP faces
a number of (overlapping) scalability challenges. First,
a large Tier-1 ISP’s routers collectively maintain many
thousands of BGP sessions with routers in neighboring
networks, something that no current BGP implementation is able to support by itself. Second, IRSCP makes
routing decisions for the hundreds of PEs within the ISP.

Third, IRSCP must store the combined BGP routes received from CEs and originated by the network, and it
must process updates to these routes.
As shown in Figure 3, we choose to partition the
IRSCP workload by letting each IRSCP server peer with
a subset of PEs and CEs, thereby addressing the first two
scalability concerns. Our architecture still requires each
IRSCP server to store all BGP routes and process the corresponding updates; however, we show in Section 5 that
this aspect of scalability does not pose a severe problem.
In performing the per-PE decision process, an IRSCP
server needs to take into account the position of that PE
in the IGP topology. To maintain consistency of IGP
routing state, each IRSCP server runs an IGP viewer and
has the same global view of the IGP topology [6]. Due
to the partitioning of work in our distributed architecture, each IRSCP server needs to perform shortest-path
calculations only for the set of PEs for which it makes
BGP routing decisions rather than for the network as a
whole. The IRSCP servers further ensure consistency by
exchanging all BGP updates among each other. Comparing this solution with BGP route reflection [4], the
most important difference is that a route reflector selects
a single route as best route for each destination (using
the “normal” BGP decision process) and only makes that
route available to other routers and route reflectors. As a
result different routers and route reflectors may observe
a different set of available routes, which in turn has led
to non-deterministic or divergent behavior in BGP, e.g.,
“MED oscillation” [15, 21]. Basu et al. [3] show that
exchanging all routes selected by Steps 0-4 of the decision process is sufficient to prevent non-determinism and
divergence in iBGP; IRSCP exchanges a superset.
Thus we propose a simple and elegant solution to distribution: a full mesh in which all IRSCP servers distribute all routes. Architecturally, this solution is similar
to an iBGP infrastructure in which BGP routers are fully
meshed, an architecture that was eventually replaced by
route reflectors due to scalability problems. However,
there are two differences between the two architectures.
First, the number of IRSCP servers is small compared
with the number of routers. Second, being based on commodity technology rather than router technology, we expect IRSCP servers to keep better pace with the technology curve than routers have [17].
3.2.2 IRSCP protocol and RIB
The IRSCP protocol (Figure 3(b)) is responsible for ensuring route exchange among IRSCP servers and is implemented as a simple extension to BGP. Each pair of
IRSCP servers maintains a TCP-based IRSCP session
through which they exchange incremental updates in the
form of advertisements and withdrawals of routes. At
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Figure 4: IRSCP route propagation example.
session startup the IRSCP servers exchange advertisements corresponding to all known BGP-learned routes,
similar to “normal” BGP sessions. When an IRSCP session goes down, all routes exchanged previously on the
session are implicitly withdrawn. When an IRSCP server
learns a route from a CE router, it sends the route to all
other IRSCP servers through the IRSCP sessions.
Figure 4 shows an example where the same destination prefix (192.20.5.55/32) is advertised by three different CEs connected to three different PEs. As shown
in Figure 4(a), IRSCP 2 learns two routes to destination
192.20.5.55/32 through BGP, and it must send both instances to IRSCP 1 and 3. To distinguish several routes
for the same destination, the IRSCP protocol includes
in each update an identifier for the egress link to which
the route corresponds. The egress link identifier (egress
ID for short) is a (CE,PE) pair of the routers incident on
the egress link. For example, the routes learned through
IRSCP 2 have egress IDs
and
.
When an IRSCP server receives routes from BGP
routers and from other IRSCP servers, it stores the routes
in a routing information base (RIB), so that the routes are
available to the decision process and for further propagation to routers and IRSCP servers. For example, the
IRSCP RIB of IRSCP 1 shown in Figure 4(b) contains
four entries for prefix 192.20.5.55/32. Each entry has
fields for the destination prefix, the egress ID, the neighbor of the IRSCP server from which the route was received, and BGP attributes that belong to the route. In
the example, CE
has sent routes to IRSCP 1 and 3,
resulting in the first two entries. The last two entries correspond to routes sent to IRSCP 2 by CEs and .
Based on the RIB, an IRSCP server executes a decision process and sends a single route per destination
(Figure 4(c)) to each attached BGP router. Since the
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the best route for some destination. (a) The decision process
for PE 3 has selected a local egress route as best route, and
therefore is consistent. (b) The decision process for PE 3 has
not selected any route for this destination, thus traffic is blackholed. (c) The decision process for PE 3 has selected PE 1 as
best egress route, resulting in a deflection. (d) The forwarding
loop is a result of multiple deflections.
IRSCP server only advertises one route per destination
through each BGP session, the egress link ID is not
needed (nor recognized by BGP) and so is stripped before sending the route.
3.2.3 Ensuring consistency
The concept of application-provided explicit rankings
permits a route control application a great deal of flexibility. However, it also introduces the possibility of IRSCP
executing the decision process in an inconsistent manner
for different PEs, which can lead to forwarding anomalies. Figure 5 depicts the forwarding anomalies that may
result: delayed black-holing, deflection, and forwarding loops. A packet is said to be deflected if a router
on its forwarding path chooses to forward to a different
egress router than the egress router previously selected
by a router upstream on the forwarding path [16]. In an
MPLS network deflections only occur at egress routers.
We wish to prevent deflection for two reasons. First,
given the existence of shortest-path MPLS tunnels between two PEs, forwarding through an intermediate BGP
router is suboptimal (Figure 5(c)). Second, uncontrolled
deflection can lead to a forwarding loop (Figure 5(d)).
Similarly we wish to avoid delayed black-holing as in
Figure 5(b) since it is wasteful to carry traffic through
the network only to have it dropped. If the intent is for
the traffic to be dropped, it should be dropped on ingress
(i.e., at PE 2).
Ultimately, the correctness of the rankings is specific
to the application. However we consider consistency
to be a minimum standard of correctness for any route
control application and therefore define a set of per-

destination constraints on any set of rankings provided
by an application. Enforcing these constraints (by an application or by a resolver in a pluggable route control
application) ensures that the explicitly ranked decision
process is deflection-free, i.e., free of deflections and delayed black-holing.
We define the operator  as:   iff in the explicit ranking for router  egress link  is ranked above
egress link  . For example, for PE in Figure 2(a), we
have
and
.


Definition: Ranking-Consistent-1: The set of egress
routes appearing in each router’s explicit ranking is identical.
Definition: Ranking-Consistent-2: For each router 

and all egress links   : if 
  then 
 , where  is the PE incident on  .
The rankings shown in Figure 2(a) clearly satisfy
Ranking-Consistent-1: all rankings contain the same
egress links. They also satisfy Ranking-Consistent-2.
For example, checking the ranking for PE
we see
that (1)
and
,


(2)
and
, (3)


 
!
and
.
If the explicit rankings given to an explicitly
ranked decision process satisfy Ranking-Consistent-1
and Ranking-Consistent-2 then the explicitly ranked decision process is deflection-free. We omit the proof due
to space constraints; it can be found in our companion
tech report [30]. In [30] we also show that the BGP decision process in IRSCP is deflection-free.
Essentially, the ranking abstraction is able to describe
a preferred egress link for each PE and per-PE fail-over
behavior such that traffic does not get deflected. It is
powerful enough to express any consistent assignment of
egress routes to routers. However, the constraints do not
permit failing over from one arbitrary consistent assignment to another. For example a given set of rankings that
ranks egress link  highest for PE cannot fail over in
such a way that egress link  is assigned to PE , unless
 fails.
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3.2.4 IGP reachability
We assume that the application has taken IGP distances
into account when it creates the ranking. Although
the IRSCP decision process could conceivably re-rank
egress links in response to IGP distances, it generally
does not do so for several reasons. First, for applications such as load balancing customer traffic, strict adherence to a shortest-path policy appears to be of secondary
importance. Indeed, tracking IGP distance changes can
have adverse effects, such as causing large volumes of
traffic to shift inadvertently [28]. The explicit ranking
provided by an application introduces a degree of sta-

Figure 6: Example of IGP ballooning. All routers are connected by MPLS tunnels whose distance metric is computed
by IGP. (a) shows a topology based on which the application
has computed a set of rankings. In (b) the distance of various
tunnels has increased excessively.

bility, effectively “pinning” routes. If it is necessary to
respond to IGP changes, we require the application to do
so by providing an updated ranking. Teixeira et al. [27]
suggest that in a large ISP with sufficient path diversity
in its IGP topology the latency of MPLS tunnels is not
greatly affected by IGP changes. For these cases, route
pinning does not sacrifice much performance in terms of
latency.
However, we do wish to handle the case in which IGP
distances “balloon” excessively, effectively making some
egress routes unusable. For example, this can occur when
physical connectivity is disrupted and IGP diverts traffic
around the disruption. Another example is router maintenance: typically the maintenance procedure involves
setting the IGP distance between the router and the rest
of the network to a very high value in order to gracefully
move the traffic away from the router before it is brought
down.
The network shown in Figure 6 has three egress routes
and .
for some given destination: through PEs
The application has assigned the egress route through PE
to PEs and
and the egress route through
to
PEs and . In Figure 6(b) several IGP distances have
ballooned, making PE ’s preferred egress route through
virtually unusable for PE , although ’s rankings
have not yet been updated.
We define an Emergency Exit procedure for cases such
as this, which is as follows. If an IRSCP server finds that
the IGP distance from a PE to the PE’s preferred egress
route balloons, the IRSCP server ignores the rankings for
that PE and destination and reverts to hot-potato routing (i.e., selects the nearest egress router, possibly the
PE itself)." In the example, PE overrides its ranking
and chooses PE . PE ’s most preferred egress route
(through ) has not ballooned and therefore PE deflects to PE , at which point the traffic egresses.
As this example shows, ignoring the rankings may
lead to a deflection. We consider this acceptable, since
(a) in a well-engineered network excessive ballooning
should be the exception and (b) at most one deflection
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Figure 7: Control flow through an IRSCP server.
(and no delayed blackholing) can occur, and therefore no
forwarding loop can occur, as we prove in [30].

The pe statements of a rank statement must contain
every PE attached to the IRSCP server. Recall that in
IRSCP each route carries an egress ID, specifying what
egress link traffic for the destination of the route is to use
when it exits the network (assuming the route is selected
as best route). The egresses statement is the ranking
of egress IDs to be used for the PEs in the preceding pe
statement. Each egress ID consists of the IP addresses of
the CE and PE incident on the egress link. In addition,
the blackhole egress may be specified. Application
rankings are stored in a per-PE Red-Black Tree of destination prefixes, where each prefix points to the ranked
list of egress IDs for that PE and prefix. When a new
ranking set arrives, the IRSCP server updates its ranking
tree and reruns the decision process for affected destinations.

4.2 Decision process and IRSCP RIB

4 Implementation
A significant part of the IRSCP server functionality is
identical to that of a BGP router. We therefore based our
prototype implementation on the version 3.9 code base
of openbgpd.
Figure 7 summarizes the control flow among the various components that our implementation uses to receive, store, process and send routes. Note that while
we have implemented an IGP viewer for a previous centralized control platform [6], we have not yet ported it
to our IRSCP prototype. In addition, BGP defines a rate
limiting mechanism (“MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer” [24]) that we have yet to implement for BGP sessions and adapt for IRSCP sessions. A discussion of the
implementation of “regular” import and export policies
appears in [30].

4.1 Explicit application ranking
As shown in Figure 7, route control applications provide
rankings for the IRSCP’s explicitly ranked decision process. In our prototype they do so through the IRSCP configuration file, which contains a number of rank statements, one for each set of prefixes that are ranked identically. The following is an example of a rank statement
for two prefixes.
rank
prefix
pe

3.0.0.0/8, 4.0.0.0/8
1.2.3.4, 5.6.7.8




The data structures used to implement the RIB (IRSCP
RIB in Figure 7) are adapted from openbgpd’s implementation of the BGP RIB. openbgpd provides various
indexes into the BGP RIB, the most important of which
is a Red-Black Tree of destination prefixes, where each
entry points to a list of routes (one route for each neighbor). To simplify the implementation we maintain this
structure, despite the fact that the number of routes per
prefix in IRSCP increases to one route per egress link.
Our performance evaluation in Section 5 shows that the
resulting increase in search time for a route in the RIB is
not a great concern.
openbgpd maintains the per-destination list of routes
in order of preference, based on pairwise comparison of
the BGP attributes of routes according to the BGP decision process steps shown in Table 1. Thus each route
update is linear in the number of routes for the destination, and the decision process itself amounts to no more
than checking whether the egress router for the route at
the head of the list is reachable (Step 0).
However, there are two problems with this algorithm
for IRSCP. First, pairwise comparison of the MED value
(Step 4) produces results that may be incorrect and, furthermore, dependent on the order in which the routes
were inserted into the RIB, which in turn leads to potential inconsistency among the RIBs in different IRSCP
servers. The underlying problem is that MED, being
comparable only between routes from the same neighboring network, does not follow the “rule of independent
ranking” [15].
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Figure 8: Functional evaluation.
The second problem is that IRSCP defines a per-PE
decision process, resulting in a different order of routes
for different PEs. However, we note that Steps 0–4 of
the (BGP or explicitly ranked) decision process (which
compute the egress set) are independent of the PE, hence
we compute these steps once for all PEs (decision process steps 0–4 in Figure 7), storing the result in the RIB.
Our implementation orders routes in the RIB using pairwise comparison based on Steps 0–3. Next, of the routes
ranked highest so far, it examines each set of routes received from the same neighboring network and sets a
flag on those that have highest MED value in such a set,
thereby computing the egress set (Step 4). The algorithm
used for Step 4 is similar to that used by the Quagga
open source BGP stack (www.quagga.net) and runs
in   time for  routes available for a prefix.
Next, the PE-specific steps of the decision process are
executed using a pairwise comparison of routes in the
egress set. In the case of the BGP decision process (BGP
DP steps B5-B7 in Figure 7), we break the tie in Step
B-7 based on the egress ID of the route rather than the
router ID (of the BGP router or IRSCP server that sent
the route), since a neighboring IRSCP server may have
sent multiple routes for the destination. In the case of
the explicitly ranked decision process (expl. ranked DP
steps R5–R6 in Figure 7), the IRSCP server adds a blackhole route (with lowest possible egress ID) to the egress
set and then retrieves the list of ranked egress IDs for
the PE and destination (Section 4.1). When comparing
the egress IDs of a pair of routes in the egress set, our
implementation simply walks down the list of egress IDs
until it finds the higher ranked of the two egress IDs. This
runs in time linear in the number of routes times the size
of the ranking for a prefix and PE, or, if all  prefix’s
routes appear in its ranking, in   time.
Following (re-)execution of the decision process for a
given PE, the IRSCP server distributes its decision to the
PE and to all CEs attached to the PE. Note that the IRSCP
server does not need to run a separate decision process
for a CE: as in BGP, the route sent to the CE is the same
as is selected for the associated PE.  To prevent unnecessary updates from being sent to neighbors, BGP imple-

mentations typically remember the last route selected for
each destination as the active route. Our IRSCP server
implementation uses the same technique; however, instead of storing a single active route, it stores an active
route for each attached PE.
To evaluate scaling of the decision process in terms of
the number of routing policies, we should consider not
only the time needed to evaluate the ranking of a prefix (linear time, see above), but also the time needed to
look up the ranking. Retrieving a ranking runs in time
logarithmic in the number of ranked prefixes and (in our
implementation) linear in the number of PEs per IRSCP
server. This is similar to the time needed by a BGP implementation to look up a prefix in the routing table and
retrieving peer state before sending updates to a peer.





4.3 Egress management
Based on the egress ID specified in each IRSCP route,
IRSCP has to ensure that (a) BGP routers are “instructed” to forward the traffic towards and through the
indicated egress link, and (b) the route is only used if the
egress link is available. To implement (a) we use the nexthop BGP attribute of a route. This attribute tells a router
to which nexthop router it must forward traffic when it
uses the route. The IRSCP server sets the nexthop attribute (set nexthop in Figure 7) when it sends a route
to a PE or CE in such a way that traffic passes through
the egress link and uses the egress ID to determine what
that nexthop should be. For example in Figure 2(a) and
that PE
(b), IRSCP determines from egress ID
must use PE
as nexthop, and PE
must use CE
as nexthop. In addition, a CE attached to PE (not
shown) is sent PE as nexthop. The latter is not determined based on egress ID. Rather, as we discuss next, an
IRSCP server associates each CE with a PE, and it is this
PE that IRSCP sets as nexthop when sending to the CE.
When an IRSCP server is configured to form an eBGP
session with a CE, part of the configuration identifies a
PE with which to associate the CE: the PE to which the
CE is physically attached through an egress link (e.g.,
see Figure 3(b)). Apart from setting the nexthop router











  



for routes sent to the CE (as discussed above), the IRSCP
server uses the identity of the PE and CE to set the egress
ID (add egress ID in Figure 7) on routes received from
the CE.

5 Evaluation
In this section we first present a functional evaluation,
demonstrating that an example load-balancing application is able to effect fine-grained route control using the
ranking abstraction and our prototype IRSCP implementation. We then evaluate the scalability and performance
of our prototype in processing BGP updates.

5.1 Functional evaluation
We verified the functionality of IRSCP with a testbed
consisting of an IRSCP server, a load-balancing
route control application, three ingress PEs, (Ingress1,
Ingress2, and Ingress3), two egress PEs, (Egress1 and
Egress2), a core router, and a number of hosts arranged
into a “source” network and a “destination” network.
The core router uses point-to-point links to connect to
the PEs and we use GRE tunnels as the tunneling technology between the PEs. We assume a simple scenario
in which the egress PEs attach to a customer who prefers
its incoming traffic to be balanced on the egress links.
The load-balancing application performs SNMP GET
queries on each PE to collect offered and egress loads.
Based on the offered load, the application computes a
ranking set that balances the load on the egress links.
If the ranking set changes, the application generates an
updated configuration and issues a configuration reload
command. The hosts in the source network send constant
rate UDP packets to the hosts in the destination network.
Figure 8(a) shows the offered load at the ingress PEs as
measured by the application server.
The load at the egress PEs is shown in Figure 8(b). Before  , the load at these two egresses is “balanced”
as a result of the initial ranking set at the IRSCP (i.e.,
Ingress1 prefers Egress2, and Ingress2 prefers Egress1).
At  , the offered load at Ingress3 increases, and the
application takes up to 30 seconds (the SNMP polling
interval) to detect this change. It then realizes that the
best way to balance the load is to send the load from
Egress1 and Egress2 to one egress point, and the load
from Egress3 to another. Therefore, it generates a new
ranking set and sends it to the IRSCP server, which updates the ingress PEs. As a result, the load from Ingress3
goes to Egress2, and the load from Ingress1 and Ingress2

the applicagoes to Egress1. Similarly, at
tion generates a new ranking set and shifts Ingress1 and
Ingress2’s loads to different egresses.

5.2 Performance measurement testbed
Rather than emulating an entire ISP infrastructure, we
run our tests on a single IRSCP server, loading it as
though it were part of a hypothetical Tier-1 ISP network.
Note that there is limited value in emulating an IRSCPbased infrastructure for the purpose of performance evaluation. Due to the fact that IRSCP servers exchange all
routes, routing in an IRSCP infrastructure does not oscillate like it does in a BGP-based infrastructure [3]. Therefore convergence time of an update is governed solely by
communication latency and the processing latency of an
update in an IRSCP server or a BGP router.
Figure 10(a) shows the Tier-1 ISP network modeled.
Each of the   POPs (Point-of-Presence, e.g., a city)
contains one IRSCP server and all IRSCP servers are
fully meshed. Assuming IRSCP as a whole processes
a combined BGP update  rate   from all CEs, then
on average an IRSCP server sends roughly    
to each IRSCP server, namely the share of updates that
it receives from CEs in its own POP. In other words,
each
 ! IRSCP server sends and receives at a rate of about
 #"  %$   on its combined IRSCP sessions (Figure 10(b)). The update rate that an IRSCP
server sends to a PE or CE is governed by the output
of best route selection based on the (BGP or explicitly
ranked) decision process. We make the simplifying assumption that this rate  & (') is the same for all PEs
and CEs. From measurements taken in a Tier-1 ISP network we derive highly conservative ball park estimates
for *  + and  & ,') [30]. These estimates are based
on the busiest day of the past year in May 2006 (in terms
of total number of updates received by a route collector
in the ISP’s network on a day). We divide the day into
15-minute intervals and use the average of each interval
to derive the estimates for that interval. From the busiest
15-minute interval we deduce an estimate for   and
  & ('-) of about 4900 and 190 updates/s, respectively.
The 95th percentile interval gives a significantly lower
estimate of about 600 and 24 updates/s, respectively.
Figure 10(c) shows our experimental setup, consisting of an update generator, the IRSCP server under test
and an update receiver. The IRSCP server and update receiver are 3.6-GHz Xeon platforms configured with 4 GB
of memory and a 1-Gb Intel PRO/1000MT Ethernet card.
The update generator contains a 993-MHz Intel Pentium
III processor, 2 GB of memory, and a 100-Mb 3Com
Ethernet card. All three machines run OpenBSD 3.8. .
The three hosts are connected through a Gb switched
VLAN, and we monitor their communication by running
tcpdump on a span port on a separate host (not shown).
We configure our setup to only permit updates to be sent
from the generator to the IRSCP server and from there to
the receiver.
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We configure one of the 26 input update-generator sessions as an eBGP session and the remainder as IRSCP
     
sessions, ensuring a rate of    
on each output IRSCP session. Finally we instrument the
IRSCP server and update generator to send at most three
route updates per update message, reflecting the average
number of updates per message observed at a route collector in the Tier-1 ISP’s network.
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Figure 10: (a) Communication peers of IRSCP server under
test. (b) Update rates into and out of the IRSCP server. (c)
Experimental setup.

After being loaded with a routing table of 234,000 prefixes, the update generator randomly picks prefixes from
the routing table to produce the updates. To ensure that
the IRSCP server’s RIB contains a sufficient number of
routes per prefix to choose from, the update generator
and the IRSCP server maintain 26 sessions. (This number is based on a highly conservative estimate of the average number of routes per prefix in the Tier-1 ISP [30].)
Each time the update generator sends an update message
it picks a different session through which to send the
message (using round-robin). The message modifies a
BGP attribute (the “aggregator” attribute) of the prefixes
contained in the message.
The IRSCP server and the update receiver maintain 40
IRSCP sessions, 15 iBGP sessions, and 240 eBGP sessions, reflecting an ISP network consisting of 40 POPs,
each of which contains 15 PEs and has sessions with
240 CEs. By virtue of route selection in the IRSCP
server each output BGP session receives a 1/26 fraction
of * + , which turns out to correspond to   & ,') [30].

We determine the maximum value of input rate (  )
that the IRSCP server can sustain for an extended period of time, as follows. To discover the maximum input
rate, we gradually increase the input rate and compare
the observed output rate with an expected output rate of
  +  "   '
 &

&  . When the input
rate is below its maximum, the output rate corresponds
to the expected output rate. Once the input rate exceeds
its maximum, the output rate steadily declines with increasing input rate.
Using this procedure we compare the performance of
the standard BGP decision process with the explicitly
ranked decision process, and evaluate the impact of the
per-PE decision process. For the standard BGP decision
process we find a maximum   $ *
updates/s,
corresponding to an expected output rate of 40,846 updates/s. Figures 9(a) and (b) (BGP DP, 15 PEs) show
the observed input and output rates during a run lasting twenty minutes, averaged over 30-second intervals.
While the output rate is not as stable as the input rate, on
average it corresponds to the expected output rate, and
the figure shows that it is sustainable. Next, we load explicit rankings for 60,000 prefixes, each listing 26 egress
IDs in some arbitrary order. In this case we find a maximum    $ 
updates/s, corresponding to an expected output rate of 27,231 updates/s. As expected, the
explicitly ranked decision process is slower than the BGP
decision process, since it runs in time quadratic rather
than linear in the number of routes per prefix. Again, Fig-

     







ure 9 (ranked DP, 15 PEs) shows that the IRSCP server
can sustain this workload.
Finally, to evaluate the impact of the per-PE decision
process (vs. a single, router-wide decision process), we
run an experiment again based on the BGP decision process, but in which all but one of the iBGP sessions between the IRSCP server and the update receiver are replaced by an eBGP session. In this case we find that the
IRSCP server sustains a maximum   $
 updates/s and produces the expected output rate of 47,654
updates/s (BGP DP, 1 PE in Figure 9). Figure 9(c) plots
 + for a varying number of PEs (and using the BGP
decision process), but evaluated by sustaining the rate for
only 40 seconds, rather than 20 minutes.
While the sustained throughputs are less than our maximum measurement-based estimate for  + of 4900
updates/s, the IRSCP server easily manages to keep up
with our 95th percentile estimate of 600 updates/s in all
experiments, even when increasing the number of PEs to
50. Hence, we expect that an improved implementation
of flow control in the IRSCP server should sufficiently
slow down senders during times that the offered load exceeds the maximum sustainable throughput.



5.4 Memory consumption
We evaluate memory usage of an IRSCP server as a function of the number of routes it stores. We use a subset of
the setup in Figure 10(c): the IRSCP server under test
and the update generator. Also in this experiment we add
BGP attributes from a routing table in the ISP network
from October 2006. We vary the number of sessions between the update generator and the IRSCP server from
0 to 20 and measure the memory usage of the IRSCP
server’s RIB. We find a linear increase from 18.2 MB (0
sessions) to 226 MB.
Next, we examine memory usage of the explicit rankings. We configure an IRSCP server with rankings for
15 PEs and vary the number of ranked prefixes from 0
to 130,000 (but without loading their routes). Each ranking for a prefix and PE consists of 26 egress IDs. We
measure the process size of openbgpd’s route decision
engine, which stores the rankings. Again we find a linear
increase from 840 KB (0 prefixes) to 994 MB (130,000
prefixes). Our current implementation is not optimized
for space allocation, and, as a result cannot store rankings of this size for more than 130,000 prefixes. After
we load 26 copies of the routing table, our prototype
supports rankings for up to 75,000 prefixes on our test
machines. However, we expect 26 egress IDs per prefix
to be vastly more than needed in practice; five egress IDs
per prefix can be stored for all 234,000 prefixes with full
routing tables loaded.

6 Related work
IRSCP extends our previous work on route control architectures [6, 12, 29] in three important ways. First,
we introduce a modified BGP decision process which
we expose to route control applications. Second, IRSCP
has full visibility of all routes available to the network
through its eBGP interaction with neighboring networks.
This is in contrast to a phase-one, iBGP-only RCP [6],
where routers in the IRSCP-enabled network only pass
selected routes to IRSCP. Having full route visibility prevents route oscillations within the network [3, 15, 21]
and simplifies route control applications. Third, IRSCP
distributes the route selection functionality, whereas the
simple server replication presented in [6] required each
replica to scale to accommodate the entire network.
Bonaventure et al. [5] propose sophisticated route reflectors but limit their changes to the iBGP infrastructure.
The 4D project proposes a refactoring of the network architecture, creating a logically centralized control plane
separate from forwarding elements [14, 32].
The IETF ForCES working group examines a separation of control plane and forwarding plane functions in IP
network elements [19]. This work has a much narrower
focus on defining the interface between control and forwarding elements, without considering interaction between different control plane elements. Once ForCESenabled routers become available, IRSCP’s iBGP communication with local routers might conceivably be replaced by a ForCES protocol.
An earlier IETF proposal [10, 25] provides limited
route control by defining a new BGP attribute subtype,
the cost community, which can be assigned to routes and
used to break ties at a certain “point of insertion” in the
BGP decision process. This proposal does not indicate
under what conditions the cost community would be safe
to use; by contrast, we show how our rankings should be
constrained to ensure consistency.

7 Conclusion
The ultimate success of a logically centralized control
plane architecture will depend not only on its ability to
enable new functionality, but also on its ability to provide a scalable and robust routing function to large and
growing provider networks. We address each of these
points by presenting a distributed realization of the Intelligent Route Service Control Point (IRSCP) that partitions work between instances and allows redundancy
requirements to drive the extent to which the system is
replicated. We also move beyond BGP capabilities by
allowing route control applications to directly influence
the route selection process by providing a ranking of

egress links on a per-destination and per-router basis. We
demonstrate the utility of this change with a simple loadbalancing application. As future work, we plan to investigate to what extent an IRSCP that has complete control
and visibility allows a simplification of the expression
and management of conventional routing policies.
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Notes

Following our previous taxonomy [12], the architecture presented
in this paper therefore represents a phase-two RCP.
A similar problem is introduced by cold-potato routing based on
the BGP MED attribute (Step 4 in Table 1). We omit the IRSCP solution to this problem for lack of space.
MED oscillation continues to be observed in the Internet [31].
However, if a black-hole egress ID is present in the ranking, then
IRSCP still excludes egress routes that are ranked below the black-hole
egress route before executing the hot-potato steps.
Ignoring the fact that eBGP export policies may still be applied.
By “update” we mean a route update, rather than an update message, which may contain several route updates.
The machines are actually dual-processor, but OpenBSD uses only
one of the processors.
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